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ABSTRACT
Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) have shown success in learning

from graph-structured data, with applications to fraud detection,

recommendation, and knowledge graph reasoning. However, train-

ing GNN efficiently is challenging because: 1) GPU memory capac-

ity is limited and can be insufficient for large datasets, and 2) the

graph-based data structure causes irregular data access patterns. In

this work, we provide a method to statistically analyze and iden-

tify more frequently accessed data ahead of GNN training. Our

data tiering method not only utilizes the structure of input graph,

but also an insight gained from actual GNN training process to

achieve a higher prediction result. With our data tiering method,

we additionally provide a new data placement and access strategy

to further minimize the CPU-GPU communication overhead. We

also take into account of multi-GPU GNN training as well and we

demonstrate the effectiveness of our strategy in a multi-GPU sys-

tem. The evaluation results show that our work reduces CPU-GPU

traffic by 87–95% and improves the training speed of GNN over the

existing solutions by 1.6–2.1× on graphs with hundreds of millions

of nodes and billions of edges.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Graph neural networks (GNNs) have shown promising successes

on multiple graph-based machine learning tasks including fraud de-

tection [15], recommendation [5], search and knowledge graph rea-

soning [3]. With a rapidly growing need to apply GNNs in various

domains, there are several efforts from the community to provide

open-source GNN-specific machine learning frameworks such as

PyTorch Geometric (PyG) [6], Deep Graph Library (DGL) [25], and

Spektral [7]. Those GNN frameworks implement several highly op-

timized message passing operators and graph-specific computation

layers which were lacking in the previous DNN frameworks.

Yet, the challenges of GNN training are not limited to the imple-

mentations of message passing operators or computational layers.

With the successes of using large datasets in machine learning

to increase the training accuracy [20, 27], the importance of us-

ing larger graphs took a place in GNN training as well [9]. The

number of nodes and the edges of these graphs reach millions to

billions [23, 28] and the graphs with such scales make the ordinary

naïve software/hardware approaches ineffective.

The earlier implementations of GNN were mostly focusing on a

small scale graphs [12, 24] and assumed the whole graph fits into a

single GPU memory. Therefore, previously, accessing an arbitrary

node’s feature data was merely a process of indexing the GPU’s own

memory space. However, for large graphs whose node/edge feature

data cannot fit into the GPU memory, at least part of the graph

needs to be placed into the CPU memory. One common practice to

train GNNs in such scenario is to create a smaller set of problem

by performing a mini-batched training. With the mini-batch train-

ing, only a subset of nodes are randomly picked along with their

neighboring nodes and sent to GPU. This method is very effective

when training GNNs on large graphs as it practically reduces the

memory footprint of the application. Not only that, several recently

introduced GNNmodels [2, 21] showed that the mini-batched based

approaches are superior in achieving high training accuracy as well.

A mini-batch training process that places the all or part of the

input graph feature data in the CPU memory needs to frequently

transfer mini-batch data from CPU to GPU through a slow PCIe

interconnect. Furthermore, the minibatch method amplifies the

total amount of data access because the different minibatches can

have overlapping nodes. Due to these reasons, training GNN is

often throttled by CPU-GPU data transfer time. In many of our

measurements, we find the GPU is only about 30-40% utilized during

the GNN training when the datasets do not fit in GPU memory.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3534678.3539038
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To remedy this problem, in this work, we introduce Data Tiering
in GNN, which does not inflict any algorithmic changes on the train-

ing models unlike the previous approaches, but yet dramatically

reduces CPU-GPU data transfer volume. Our data tiering improves

GNN training in two ways. First, it provides a statistical method

by using reverse pagerank to effectively predict the importance of

each node in the input graphs and identifies which nodes should

be located in the GPU memory. Second, it introduces a hardware-

friendly data placement and access strategy which minimizes the

cost of accessing cold data in CPU memory. Our data placement

and access strategy is comprehensive and it also enables more ad-

vanced optimization techniques for the multi-GPU systems with

high speed GPU-to-GPU interconnects.

We evaluate our work using public frameworks PyTorch and

DGL. The demonstration of our work on realistic mini-batched

training shows that our approach eliminates PCIe traffic by 87–

95% in various datasets by loading only 10% of them into GPU

memory. With the data transfer time optimization alone from our

data tiering strategy, we find the training speeds of the existing GNN

implementations can be improved by 1.6–2.1×. To demonstrate the

scalability of our work, we also train a dataset with 350GB of size

in a system with four NVIDIA V100 32GB GPUs.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 GNN and Node Classification
GNNs are a series of multi-layer feedforward neural networks that

propagate and transform layer-wise features following a graph

structure. Among these models, a graph convolutional network

(GCN) [12] architecture is widely employed, which relies on the

layer-wise message passing scheme. Formally, the (𝑙 + 1)-th layer

of a GNN is defined as:
1

𝐻 (𝑙+1) = 𝜎 (𝑓𝑤 (A, 𝐻 𝑙 )), (1)

where the function 𝑓𝑤 (A, 𝐻 𝑙 ) is determined by learnable parame-

ters𝑤 and 𝜎 (·) is an optional activation function. A represents an

adjacency matrix of the input graph composed of 𝑁 nodes and 𝐸

edges. Additionally, 𝐻 𝑙
represents the embeddings of the nodes in

the 𝑙-th layer, and 𝐻0
is initialized with the nodes’ input features 𝑋 .

The node input features are stored in a 𝑁×𝐷 matrix where 𝑁 is the

total number of nodes of the input graph and 𝐷 is the dimension

of each node feature. The size of node feature varies significantly

depending on the dataset, but the typical sizes are in between 512B

to 4KB. When the node feature size is multiplied with the total

number of nodes in a graph, the node feature matrix (or tensor) can

reach tens of gigabytes to hundreds of gigabytes. Therefore, storing

the node feature tensors of GNN datasets is the most difficult task

with the large graphs.

When 𝑙 is identical to the last layer of GNN, the corresponding

𝐻 𝑙
tensor is the output embedding tensor 𝑍 . The output embedding

tensor𝑍 is used to create predicted labels and to classify unclassified

nodes. For training purposes, if the nodes already have ground truth

labels, then the predicted labels are compared with them to perform

a backpropagation and a model update.

1
We omit edge features for simplicity.

l = 0

l = 1

[z1, z2, ...] 

           => Label

(a) Layer-wise Aggregation
(b) Center Node Embedding and

Label Prediction

Figure 1: Node feature aggregation and label prediction.

2.2 Neighborhood Sampling
The layer-wise aggregation implementation of GNN provides a

promising way of gathering relational information from graphs,

but it requires reading all neighboring nodes of each layer. With

a large graph, this approach quickly shows a scalability challenge

as the number of nodes that we need to read exponentially grows

with an increasing number of layers. To alleviate this scalability

problem, GraphSAGE [8] introduces neighborhood sampling and

aggregating approach. By sampling a fixed number of neighboring

nodes per target node instead of demanding the whole adjacency

matrix, the neighborhood sampling reduces the computation and

memory footprints. With the predefined numbers of sampling per

layer, we can also effectively control the size of each mini-batching

in both training and inference.

Neighborhood sampling is applied to every neighboring node

in every aggregation step. GraphSAGE uses a uniformly random

selection process to sample the neighboring nodes to provide an

enough randomness to the training process. The commonly used

hyperparameters for the neighborhood sampling size 𝑆𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 are

(𝑆1, 𝑆2) = (25, 10) for a 2-layer sampling approach and (𝑆1, 𝑆2, 𝑆3) =
(10, 10, 10) for a 3-layer approach. It is uncommon to go beyond

the three layers of sampling because of the need to limit the size of

mini-batch. After the sampling, a sub-graph which only contains

the sampled nodes is created so the computation kernel knows how

to aggregate the node features of interest. Over different iterations

of training, a new sampling is done to increase the learning entropy.

If the node feature tensor is too large to fit into the GPU memory,

the features of the sampled nodes must be transferred to GPU from

the CPU memory in runtime. Due to the slow PCIe interconnect

between CPU and GPU, this data transfer process can be quite time

consuming. In this paper, we present an optimization technique

called 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 that exploits locality in accessing feature data

and minimizes the need for cross-PCIe accesses.

3 DATA TIERING
3.1 Score Function
By definition, the neighborhood sampling process is random and

it is difficult to exactly predict which nodes will be sampled dur-

ing training. Thus, we must statistically approach the problem of

identifying and exploiting locality.
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Figure 2: Snapshot of Pagerank vs. Reverse Pagerank. Only
a single iteration of algorithms shown. In case of regular
pagerank, the score is divided by the out-degree, but in case
of reverse pagerank, the score is divided by the in degree.

[Method 1] Node Out-Degree: The first metric we can use

is the out-degree of each node in the input graph. With a high

out-degree, even if the node is not selected in a specific run of

neighborhood sampling, the cumulative chance of the node being

selected during the entire training process is higher than the less

connected nodes. Considering that we perform quite significant

number of sampling per training epoch for the large graphs, this

prediction is statically reasonable as we empirically prove it in

Section 5.2. In case of ogbn-papers100M, we sample about 130

millions of nodes per training epoch.

[Method 2] Reverse-PageRank: The second option is a reverse
pagerank (R-Pagerank) [1]. In the original pagerank, the score of

each node is higher if the in degree is higher and the out-degree

is lower. For the reverse pagerank, it is the opposite. In Figure 2,

we depict the difference between the original pagerank and the

reverse pagerank further. For simplicity, we only show a case of

node 𝐴 with single iteration, but this is done for all nodes until the

score values converge in the real implementation. In the original

pagerank, to calculate the score of the source node, we sum the

scores of the nodes which are targeting the source node and divide

the summed score by the out-degree of the source node. Now with

the reverse pagerank, we sum the scores of the nodes which are

targeted by the source node and divide the summed score by the

in degree of the source node. The idea behind this mechanism is

that if a certain node 𝐴 has many outgoing edges, it can potentially

get a higher score by summing many nodes’ scores. Therefore, if

there is another node 𝐵 which is targeting node 𝐴, node 𝐵 also gets

a higher score by adding the score of node 𝐴.

In the context of neighbor sampling, the scoring mechanism of

the reverse pagerank can be understood by referring to Figure 1. The

green nodes are sampled while generating the embedding for the

red node, referred to a node A, because they have an outgoing edge

to A. The blue nodes are sampled because they have an outgoing

edge to the green nodes. Therefore, If a node can reach many nodes

directly or indirectly through its outgoing edges, it is likely to be

picked during the sampling process. Since the probability of node

𝐴 being picked is high, the other nodes which are targeting this

Algorithm 1 Weighted Reverse Pagerank

1: Input: graph 𝑔, iteration 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 , damp 𝑑 , train_id 𝑡𝑖𝑑

2: 𝑛𝑢𝑚_𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 = 𝑛𝑢𝑚_𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 (𝑔)
3: 𝑛𝑢𝑚_𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 = 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝑡𝑖𝑑)
4: for 𝑖 = 0 to 𝑛𝑢𝑚_𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 − 1 do
5: 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 [𝑖] = 1/𝑛𝑢𝑚_𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒

6: 𝑖𝑛_𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 [𝑖] = 𝑛𝑢𝑚_𝑖𝑛_𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 (𝑔, 𝑖)
7: end for
8: 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = 𝑛𝑢𝑚_𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒/𝑛𝑢𝑚_𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛

9: for 𝑖 = 0 to 𝑛𝑢𝑚_𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 − 1 do
10: 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 [𝑡𝑖𝑑 [𝑖]] = 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 [𝑡𝑖𝑑 [𝑖]] ∗𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
11: end for
12: for 𝑖 = 0 to 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 − 1 do
13: for 𝑗 = 0 to 𝑛𝑢𝑚_𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 − 1 do
14: 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 [ 𝑗] = 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 [ 𝑗]/𝑖𝑛_𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 [ 𝑗]
15: end for
16: 𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑙_𝑓 𝑟𝑜𝑚_𝑛𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑏𝑜𝑟 (𝑔, 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒)
17: for 𝑗 = 0 to 𝑛𝑢𝑚_𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 − 1 do
18: 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 [ 𝑗] = (1 − 𝑑)/𝑛𝑢𝑚_𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 + 𝑑 ∗ 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 [ 𝑗]
19: end for
20: end for

node also has a relatively higher probability of being picked when

we are sampling multiple layers. However, if the node 𝐴 also has a

high in-degree, because now there are so many nodes which can

be sampled from node 𝐴, the other nodes should less expect them

to be sampled when the node 𝐴 was selected. Thus, in this case,

we divide the score of node 𝐴 by the in degree before propagating

it to the other nodes so these nodes receive less increase to their

estimated probability of being picked during sampling.

The potential advanatge of using the reverse pagerank over the

simple degree method is to capture further multi-layer sampling

patterns. For the simple degree method, the information we can

capture is limited to a single hop of relationship, while the actual

neighbor sampling can extend to multiple hops. On the other hand,

in reverse pagerank, the score value of each node is propagated to

multiple layers of nodes away until the score converges to a certain

limit. Therefore, by using the reverse pagerank, it is possible to

capture the subtle pattern of multi-layer sampling in the neighbor

sampling in a better way.

[Method 3] Weighted Reverse-PageRank: The third option

is to further incorporate the labeling status of the nodes into the

reverse pagerank method. As we explained in Section 2.1, the goal

of GNN training is to create a model which can predict the labels

for the unlabeled nodes. To train such models, we must be able to

compare the predicted labels with the ground-truth labels. There-

fore, during training, the nodes which we can pick to start the

neighbor sampling are reduced to the nodes that come with with

labels. This means that, if we can create a method to statistically

put further emphasis to those nodes and their surrounding nodes,

we can compress the search space.

To do this, we add some tweaks on top of the reverse pagerank

algorithm by uniformly applying a weight value to the labeled

nodes. The detailed implementation of the weighting process is

described in Algorithm 1. First, before we decide how to weight

the labeled nodes, we need to decide how much we want to weight
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Figure 3: Adjacency Matrix Reordering Overview.

them. The assumption behind the weighting is that by knowing

the exact starting locations of the neighbor sampling, we can more

focus on those nodes and their surroundings. This means, that if

there are few starting nodes available in the graph, the sampling

tendency will be more biased toward them and their surrounding

nodes. In the opposite, if every node can be selected as a starting

node, there is no starting bias and simply the nodes with high out-

degree is likely to be selected during the sampling. As a result, the

weighting intensity should be high if there are few labeled nodes,

and the weighting intensity should be low if there are many labeled

nodes. In our algorithm, we reflect this by defining weight = (# of

all nodes) / (# of labeled nodes).

Next, the actual weighting is done by multiplying the initial

scores of the labeled nodes with the weight value we calculated

(Algorithm 1, Line #10). In the original pagerank algorithm, the

default initial score of all nodes is 1 divided by the total number of

nodes in the graph. In general, by running pagerank long enough,

the initial impact of the initial scores wear down and the scores

start to converge to certain values. To avoid this, we do not run

our weighted reverse pagerank until the scores converge, but only

five iterations. The rest of the algorithm is identical to the reverse

pagerank algorithm. We call this algorithm as weighted reverse

pagerank (Weighted R-Pagerank).

3.2 Adjacency Matrix Reordering
With the score values, now we want to split the node features into

a high score group and a low score group. The simplest way to

achieve this is to sort the node features in the descending order of

the score values and divide them into top X% of hot portion and

bottom 100-X% of cold portion. To maintain the correctness of the

GNN function, reordering the node feature tensor 𝐻 in Section 2.1

also requires reordering the adjacency matrix A.

However, unfortunately, the process of reordering the adjacency

matrix is less intuitive than reordering the node feature tensor be-

cause the adjacency matrix is often represented by a sparse matrix

format. Due to it’s non-straightforward nature, the current imple-

mentation of adjacency matrix reordering in existing frameworks

like DGL has a simple sequential implementation, but the sequential

approach may consume significant amount of time when the input

graphs have hundreds of millions of nodes. Therefore, in this work,

we implement our own parallel version of algorithm to accelerate

the reordering process.

To better understand our implementation, we first briefly explain

the adjacency matrix reordering problem in general (Figure 3). In

compressed sparse representation (CSR), the adjacency matrix is

divided into an edge list and a node list. The edge list is a collection

of many neighbor lists where each contains the IDs of the connected

nodes. To reorder an adjacency matrix, we need to perform the

following three tasks: First, we need to create a new node list which

contains the new starting indices of the neighbor lists. Second, we

need to reorder the neighbor lists based on the new starting indices.

Third, we need to relabel all node ID values inside all neighbor lists.

The key to parallelize the workloads is to generate a full mapping

of old to new IDs in advance so the ID translations in the later

processes become simple table lookup processes. The old to new ID

mapping table is created based on the score values we generated

from Section 3.1. The indices in this mapping table indicates the

new placing order of the old neighbor lists. For example, if the

table has [4, 1, 3, 2], that means the 1st neighbor list (A in Figure 3)

now should be placed in the 4th place, the 2nd neighbor list (B in

Figure 3) now should be placed in 1st place, the 3rd neighbor list (C

in Figure 3) now should be placed in 3rd place, and so on. Because

the sparse matrix A has varying row sizes unlike the simple 2-D

matrix 𝐻 , the new starting index of each neighbor list should be

calculated using cumulative sum.

Once the cumulative sum is done, we simply need to copy &

paste the old neighbor lists into the new edge list based on the

new starting indices. This process can be easily done in parallel.

After relocating the neighbor lists, now we need to update the

ID values in each neighbor list as well. The update can be done

by simply looking up the previously set mapping table and this

process can be also easily done in parallel. When we define 𝑛 as a

number of nodes and 𝑒 as a number edges, the time complexity of

this algorithm is either 𝑂 (𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑛) due to the score sorting during

the mapping table creation, or 𝑂 (𝑒) when the number of edges is

very large. However, thanks to our parallelizable approach, we find

the end-to-end adjacency matrix reordering takes only about 31

seconds with ogbn-papers100M dataset (Table 1), which has 111M

nodes and 3.2B edges.

4 DATA PLACEMENT AND ACCESS
4.1 Memory Allocation and Indexing Scheme
The overall data placement and access strategy is shown in Figure 4.

With the sorted node feature tensor, the hot data portion with a

high score is placed in the GPU memory and the rest of cold data
portion with a low score is placed in the CPU memory. From the

user application perspective, we provide a single monolithic and

contiguous fake view of the two tensors so the user application can

use the existing array indexing scheme.

For the cold data access, it is important to maintain a low end-

to-end data transfer overhead since crossing over PCIe is already

a huge burden. One the of most common mistakes made by pro-

grammers during CPU-GPU data communications is that often the

programs spend too much time on coordinating the data transfer.

Using cross-device data copy engines like DMA is wide spread, but

it is only effective when the size of data that we want to transfer is

large enough. In the case of node feature sampling and aggregation,

the data transfer size is typically between 512B and 4KB, much

smaller than the size required to make DMA transfers efficient.
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Figure 4: Simple data placement and access method overview.

Therefore, in this work, we take a GPU-centric approach to ac-

cessing data instead of depending on DMA or CPU. At the hardware

level, the GPU-centric method is enabled by using the zero-copy

access capability of NVIDIA GPUs. The zero-copy accessible CPU

memory space is mapped into the GPU page table and it allows us

to directly access the CPUmemory space from the GPU kernel code.

At the user (application) level, we utilize the DGL’s UnifiedTen-

sor [17] implementation to enable this data access mechanism.

With our data placement and access strategy, the overall flow of

node feature access in GNN training is as follows. First, the neighbor

sampling function traverses the input graph and generates a list of

sampled node IDs. Next, the node IDs are sent to GPU(s) and GPU

threads start accessing the node features with the node IDs. While

reading the node IDs, the GPU threads check if the ID values are

within the hot data boundary set by the users. If the ID values are

within the boundary, then the threads use a pre-stored GPUmemory

pointer and take the advantage of fast local memory access. If the

node ID is outside the boundary, then the threads use a pre-stored

CPU memory pointer and perform the zero-copy access.

One major benefit of our approach is that we do not inflict any

changes in the original programming structure. Our implementa-

tion of the fake tensor can provide a same experience to the users

as if they are accessing a single large tensor like how they accessed

previously. The hardware level details can be hidden behind the

framework and the user-level understanding requirement is mini-

mal. Unlike the other large GNN training solutions such as Roc [11]

and NeuGraph [16] which mandate a new holistic pipeline restruc-

turing for the data transfer optimization, only changing about 2-3

lines of code would be sufficient for our approach.

4.2 Tensor Distribution over Multiple GPUs
Similar to the other neural network training methods, GNN training

also extensively utilizes multiple GPUs to further accelerate the

training process. With fast GPU-to-GPU interconnects like NVLink,

we can create a larger pool of collective GPU memory space (Fig-

ure 5) from multi-GPU systems. In Figure 6, we show the complete

view of our data tiering strategy in a multi-GPU system. To load

the hot data into this collective memory space, instead of using a

naïve blocked partition method, we use an interleaved data loading

method. Since the node feature tensor is sorted in a descending

order of the score, a simple block partitioning scheme can result

in unbalanced memory and interconnect bandwidth consumption

across GPUs. With the combined GPU memory space, we can hold
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PCIe
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Figure 5: An example system with four NVIDIA V100 GPUs
connected over NVLink. Unidirectional bandwidths shown.
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a larger portion of hot data in a faster tier of memory space. The

specific usage of CUDA APIs to enable our data placement strategy

in multi-GPU environment is explained in Appendix A.

In our experience, the NVLink bandwidth is fast enough to hide

most of the data transfer time of GNN training, but in case the

data transfer time is still an issue, we can additionally replicate

some hot data over multiple GPUs. In this case, the most frequently

accessed data will come from the local GPU memory, the next most

frequently accessed data from the peer GPU memory, and the least

frequently accessed data from the CPU memory. The generation

of the combined tensors is fully automated in our implementation.

To generate this combined tensor, users simply need to provide

the sizes of local GPU tensor and multi-GPU tensor, and the num-

ber of GPUs connected over NVLink. If there are no high speed

links between GPUs, the mapping simply falls back to Figure 4.

The optimal distribution factor of each GPU’s memory capacity

between the replicated hot data and the interleaved hot data in the

collective memory space may vary depending on the dataset. For

our experiments, we simply maximize the multi-GPU tensor and

do not utilize the replicated local GPU tensor.
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Table 1: Evaluation Datasets.

Name #Nodes #Edges

Node Feature

Total Size

ogbn-papers100M 111.1M 3.2B 53GB

MAG240M 244.2M 3.5B 350GB

WikiKG90M 87.1M 1.0B 125GB

5 EVALUATION
5.1 Methodology
5.1.1 Application & Dataset. For the evaluation, we implement

data tiering on PyTorch and DGL. Since neither of the frame-

works support kernel-level direct peer GPU memory access, we

modify their tensor implementations to enable it. Currently, the

frameworks can only perform peer-to-peer DMAs. We use Graph-

SAGE implementation of DGL to explore various neighbor sampling

strategies. For the dataset, we use the following three from Open

Graph Benchmark (OGB) [10]: ogbn-papers100M, MAG240M, and

WikiKG90M. WikiKG90M is from a different task domain and does

not come with the labels needed for node classification but due to

the lack of public large datasets, we repurpose it as a node clas-

sification task dataset with synthetic label values. Further details

of the datasets are shown in Table 1. To make our experiment re-

alistic, we use the carefully tuned hyper parameters for different

datasets which are taken from previous GNN training works with

high accuracy models [18, 21, 22]. Based on the previous works,

we use (12,12,12) as neighbor sampling fanout parameter for ogbn-

papers100M and (25,15) for MAG240M. For WikiKG90M, we use

the identical parameters used in ogbn-papers100M training.

5.1.2 Hardware. Throughout the evaluation, we use a machine

with two Intel Xeon Gold 6230 CPUs and four NVIDIA V100 32GB

GPUs (Figure 5). All NVIDIAV100GPUs are connected over NVLink

with 50GB/s unidirectional bandwidth per connection. Because each

GPU is connected to three other peer GPUs, the aggregated NVLink

bandwidth is 3×50GB/s = 150GB/s for each GPU.

5.2 Score Function vs. Measured Data Reuse
In this experiment, we try to find if the score functions we discussed

in Section 3.1 can correctly predict the data reusability in real

GNN training. In Figure 7, we list the nodes of graphs in the X-

axis in descending order of scores with the three different scoring

functions: node degree, reverse pagerank, and weighted reverse

pagerank. In the Y-axis, we show the measured access frequency of

each node during GNN training, in a cumulative fashion. In general,

we find all functions can provide some benefits when we perform

data tiering in GNN training. For example, based on the scores

calculated, when we keep top 10% of nodes, we can expect at least

35% of hit during the training regardless of the dataset. By keeping

top 25% of nodes, the minimum hit ratio further increases to 56%.

Also, in general, we find it becomes easier to predict which nodes

would have high data access counts if a graph has a more extreme

power law distribution. For example, WikiKG90M graph has an

extremely unbalanced edge connectivity and 80% of edges in the en-

tire graph are connected to only 1% of nodes. With such extremely
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Figure 7: Access frequency distribution comparison on dif-
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concentrated connections, we can observe that simply choosing

a few nodes with the highest degrees automatically guarantees

a very high hit ratio during the neighbor sampling. In cases of

ogbn-papers100M and MAG240M, the edge connectivities of the

datasets are more balanced and the ratios are 32% and 46%, respec-

tively. However, even though the simple degree method can be

effective for certain graphs, we find the weighted reverse pagerank

is more preferable in general because it consistently gives the best

prediction result.

5.3 GNN Training Time (Single GPU)
In this section, we evaluate the actual benefit of our work in GNN

training. We compared the performance of our work against the

following two existing methods: 1) CPU gathering and 2) zero-copy

access. The CPU gatheringmethod relies on CPU to gather node fea-

tures and then utilize GPU DMA engine to copy the gathered node

features into GPU memory. Due to the additional data gathering
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Figure 8: Single epoch training time comparison.

process, this method not only wastes the CPU memory bandwidth,

but also adds a non-negligible amount of data transfer latency to

GPU. This is the only way currently available in PyTorch to transfer

scattered data in CPU memory to GPU memory.

The zero-copy access method is a method recently introduced in

DGL to overcome the data gathering overhead in the CPU gathering

method. With this method, GPU kernels can directly dereference

CPU memory pointers and thus we do not need to rely on CPU

to gather data for the GPUs. To enable the zero-copy access capa-

bility, DGL implements a new class of tensor called UnifiedTensor

which transforms the CPU tensor of PyTorch into a zero-copy

accessible tensor. In UnifiedTensor, the specific task is done by

utilizing cudaHostRegister() API from CUDA on top of existing

CPU memory allocation. The further technical detail is identical to

the process explained in Appendix A.2.

For our work, we first score the nodes with the weighted reverse

pagerank function like in Figure 7, and then reorder the node feature

tensor and the graph nodes in the datasets. For this experiment, we

load 10% of hot data for ogbn-papers100M and WikiKG90M, but

only 5% for MAG240M due to the GPU memory limitation.

In Figure 8, we show the overall comparison. From this compari-

son, we can first observe that relying on CPU to gather data results

in seriously increasing the overall training time. In this case, we find

that the GPU is only about 10-30% utilized and mostly idling. By

adopting the zero-copy access method, the training performance

is visibly improved (2.5-4.6×). The zero-copy only method does

not leverage any temporal data locality strategies, but simply re-

moving CPU from the data access path significantly increases the

overall performance. Finally, with our method, the training perfor-

mance is further improved by 1.6-2.1× on top of the zero-copy only

method. Considering that we have run the entire experiment on

top of PyTorch and DGL with python, the benefits that we observe

are immediately deliverable to the regular users as well.

5.4 Case Study: ogbn-papers100M
Now, we take ogbn-papers100M as an example for more detailed

analysis. First, even though we know that the most of existing

GNN works use two to three layers of sampling depths, we still like

to know how much increasing the sampling depth can affect the

data tiering efficiency. To understand the impact, we use different
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Figure 9: Access frequency distribution comparison of using
different neighbor sampling depths in ogbn-papers100M.

sampling depths during the GNN training and observe how the

node access frequency distribution varies. In Figure 9, we show

two access frequency charts similar to Figure 7, but now with the

varying sampling parameters of (10,10), (10,10,10), (10,10,10,10), and

(10,10,10,10,10). For the score functions, we use theweighted reverse

pagerank and the degree count. For both cases, we can observe

the accesses are now more spread out with the deeper sampling

parameters. This is an expected behavior because with a deeper

sampling depth, the graph coverage of each minibatch becomes

larger and we start to access secluded nodes more frequently.

However, even with the spread out in the deeper sampling cases,

we can still identify a significant portion of accesses are made to a

few selected nodes. For example, with the (10,10,10,10,10) sampling

parameter, top 10% of the highest score nodes of the weighted

reverse pagerank and the degree count functions account for 52%

and 28% of the entire accesses, respectively. This experiment result

shows that the benefit of data tiering is not immediately nullified

with a growing sampling layer depth and it gives some room for

the future GNN models which may attempt to sample deeper.

For the second analysis, we would like to more closely: 1) verify

the hardware-level benefit of data tiering and 2) observe what is

the impact of controlling the portion of data loaded to GPU. To

better understand these, we sweep the portion of data loaded in

GPU during GNN training and measure the volume of PCIe traffic

and the training time (Figure 10). For this experiment, we per-

form data tiering with the weighted reverse pagerank function on

ogbn-papers100M. To measure the PCIe traffic, we use the NVIDIA

profiling tool nvprof. As we can see, our data placement and access

strategy effectively reduces the PCIe traffic with more hot data

loaded into the GPU memory. When we compare the cases with

no data loading and 25% of data loading, we can achieve about 97%

of PCIe traffic reduction. At this point, most of the node feature

accesses are resolved within GPU and only very few data accesses

need to be directed to the CPU memory over slow PCIe.

The performance gains in GNN training show a similar trend

to the PCIe traffic reduction. With the 5% of data loaded, we can
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already reduce the training time by 33% and with the 25% of data

loaded, we can further reduce the training time by 42%. In general,

the GPU memory consumed by the training process itself is propor-

tional to the minibatch size, and the minibatch size is exponentially

proportional to the sampling depth [26]. Therefore, hypothetically,

if the sampling depth is very deep, the GPU memory available for

hot data can be limited, but the base space complexity of GNN is rel-

atively low. For example, in case of ogbn-papers100M training with

3-layer sampling, we consume only about 400MB of GPU memory

and the rest of the space is left unused. Additionally, considering the

trend of increasing capacity of GPU memory (e.g., NVIDIA A100

80GB) and the distributed Multi-GPU tensor solution we discussed

in Section 4.2, we believe the actual impact is negligible.

5.5 Multi-GPU Training
In this section, we show the performance benefit of the multi-

GPU implementation of our work described in Section 4.2. In this

experiment, we use four V100 32GB and therefore we can have toal

128GB of collective GPU memory space. For the training dataset,

we use MAG240M which has 350GB of node feature tensor. For

data placement, we divide the node feature tensor into two tensors,

a multi-GPU tensor and a CPU tensor. We do not allocate any space

for the replicated GPU tensor.

In Figure 11, we show the training time evaluation of MAG240M

with increasing sizes of hot data loaded in the multi-GPU tensor.

Before we go into further detail of the GPU sampling results, we

first focus on the CPU sampling results. Similar to the results from

Figure 10, we observe a sharp drop of training time with 5% of node

feature loaded into GPU memory. Beyond that, we observe only

marginal performance improvements. The overall performance

improvements in multi-GPU training is underwhelming because

the single GPU training of MAG240M in Figure 8 can reach 23.5

seconds already. This means, with four GPUs, we can reduce only

about 3 seconds of training time further.

After several profiling, we find that in the multi-GPU training,

the neighbor sampling process itself starts to throttle the whole

training process and gives us a poor scalability. As we described

in Section 2.2, the sampling step traverses the graph structure and
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generates the node IDs for a minibatch in preparation for the node

feature aggregation step. For the neighbor sampling, we have been

using CPU since the graph structure is store in the CPU memory.

In a single GPU training, CPU was able to sample neighbors fast

enough and provide their IDs to GPU in a reasonable amount of

time. However, now in a multiple-GPU training, the number of

minibatches that we need to generate is multiplied by the number

of GPUs and this starts to affect the overall training time. Just to

clarify, the implementation of CPU sampling process is already done

in a parallel fashion. In short, the amount of parallelism available

from CPU is not enough to quickly traverse the graph structure

and sample neighbors for multiple GPUs.

This problem can be overcome with the GPU-based sampling

method, but only with our multi-GPU data placement strategy. This

is because to perform the GPU-based sampling, we now need to

consider how to let GPUs to access the graph structure as well.

Of course, the simplest way of achieving this is loading the entire

graph structure to each GPUs’ memories, but the size of the graph

structure of MAG240M alone is 30GB and it is too wasteful to load

it into every GPU. To resolve this issue, we expand the idea of multi-

GPU node feature data placement strategy to the graph structure

as well and distribute the graph structure over multiple GPUs. The

benefit of the combination of our data placement strategy and the

GPU sampling is shown in Figure 11. When we compare the mem-

ory footprints of the CPU sampling method and the GPU sampling

method, we can find in general the GPU sampling chart has been

shifted to right because now the graph structure is consuming some

GPU memory space. However, in terms of overall performance, the

GPU sampling method removes the CPU sampling bottleneck and

notably increases the training speed in the multi-GPU setup.

6 RELATEDWORK
GNS [4] samples a global cache of nodes periodically for all mini-

batches and stores them in GPUs. It employs a preferential sampling

approach in generating mini-batches, which gives priority to neigh-

bors that exist in the GPU cache. This can greatly reduce data copy
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between CPU and GPU, but it requires the modification of native

node-wise sampling algorithm, which cannot be easily extended

to other sampling methods. On the other hand, the design of our

data tiering is orthogonal to these sampling methods, which makes

it sampling-agnostic. Furthermore, the method in GNS lacks the

capability to leverage multi-GPU memory to store the cached data.

LazyGCN [19] periodically samples mega-batches and recycles

the sampled nodes within a mega-batch to generate mini-batches.

This reduces the overhead of data preparation. Though, LazyGCN

is sampling-agnostic, it requires a large mega-batch size, regardless

of which sampling method is used, to guarantee the model accuracy.

With node-wise neighbor sampling, it can easily run out of GPU

memory on large graph such as ogbn-papers100M.

PaGraph [14] and AliGraph [28] provide static node caching

scheme in GNN training, but their caching strategies are simply

limited to high out degree nodes and their entire cache manage-

ments are done by CPU. This approach makes GPUs to always

synchronize with CPU to access data.

7 CONCLUSION
In this work, we presented a data tiering technique for GNN train-

ing. In general, we find the training time of GNN can be easily

improved with well-defined data placement and rearrangement

optimizations. Our data tiering strategy is a novel solution that

does not affect the algorithm of GNN at all but still maximizes

the benefit of multi-tier memory subsystem of modern hardware.

We further demonstrate that our approach improves the scalabil-

ity of multi-GPU training. We demonstrated our work by using

existing libraries such as PyTorch and DGL, and our data tiering

implementation can be immediately adopted by the end users.
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A MEMORY ALLOCATIONWITH CUDA
In this section, we explain some of the technical challenges of

creating shared address space in python programs and describe

how to expose certain device’s memory space to GPU by using

several CUDA APIs.

A.1 Unified Virtual Memory (UVM)
By default, CUDA provides a unified memory addressing scheme

for GPU programming with the unified virtual memory (UVM)

implementation. This capability is backed by the memory managed

unit of GPU which allows GPU to map any system addresses into

its virtual address space. Therefore, with this capability, it is pos-

sible to weave multiple separate physical addresses into a single

contiguous virtual address space. The underlying idea of this virtual

addressing in GPU is very similar to the CPU virtual addressing

which allows programs to observe physically non-contiguous space

like a contiguous space. The actual allocation of this memory space

can be done by calling cudaMallocManaged(). By default, this API
only creates a shared virtual address space of GPUs and the ac-

tual physical allocation can be managed by programmers. By using

several memory hints with cudaMemAdvise(), programmers can

control the actual location of data in a GPU page granularity (e.g.,

64KB). For example, we can first allocate 1GB space of memory

with cudaMallocManaged() and assign first 512MB to CPU and

the latter 512MB to certain GPU’s memory. After the allocation,

when we need to access a certain piece of data in the UVM space,

GPU automatically generates the necessary type of memory request

depending on the page table entry (e.g., local memory access for

data in GPU and PCIe memory access for remote access).

However, there is one major drawback of this method with most

of the python-based DNN frameworks. Due to the global inter-

preter lock (GIL) implemented in python, only one thread in a

process can actually proceed in python code. To avoid this issue,

programmers either need to 1) add a C/C++ module which can run

in multithreaded manner or 2) launch multiple processes instead of

multiple threads to run python codes in parallel. In case of PyTorch,

it takes the second method [13] for multi-GPU training. With the

multiprocessing method, the overall workload is as follows. First,

a master process initializes multiprocessing environment. Second,

the master process spawns multiple child processes. Each child

process takes a control of single GPU. When there are 8 GPUs, then

we need 8 child processes. Next, each child process trains neural

network on its own, and occasionally synchronizes together to

update its gradients.

This approach greatly simplifies the distributed training model

in python, but multiprocessing also isolates virtual address spaces

between different processes. Therefore, in case of CPU memory,

different processes cannot simply directly access other processes’

memory space, and they must first create a shared memory space.

Only after that, data placed in the shared memory space can be

directly accessed from different processes. The allocation of the

shared memory space can be done by the APIs existing in operating

systems such as Linux.

Unfortunately, for CUDA, there is no such single universalmethod

which allows all GPUs running on different processes to share a

single virtual address space. The scope of memory allocated by

cudaMallocManaged() is limited to a single process. Therefore,

even though the implementation of UVM is convenient, it is not

suitable under the python environment. There has been a several

years of effort to remove GIL from python for better multithreading

implementations, but it is unlikely to be done in any foreseeable fu-

ture from now. However, hypothetically, if the GIL is removed and

if we can freely use multithreading instead of the multiprocessing

in python, the implementation of our data tiering can be radically

simplified by using UVM.

A.2 User-Managed Virtual Address
Another alternative method for CUDA is to generate mappings

for all individual allocations and to manage them manually. For

example, in case of Figure 4, we need to keep two pointers: one local

GPU pointer and one remote CPU pointer. In case of multi-GPU en-

vironment, each GPU needs to keep: its own GPU memory pointer,

peer GPUs’ memory pointers, and one CPU memory pointer. This

can be considered as a software-managed or user-managed virtual

addressing.

CPU 

Shared Memory

(ptr)
GPU1

GPU0

GPU2

cudaHostRegister(ptr, size , 0)
Process 0

Process 1

Process 2

Figure 12: cudaHostRegister() is used to map memory space
allocated in CPU into GPU. cudaHostRegister() needs to be
called by all processes individually.

To map the CPU memory space into GPU memory space, we use

cudaHostRegister() API (Figure 12). This API does not newly al-

locate a space in CPU, but it maps the memory already allocated in

CPU into the GPU memory space. To allow multiple GPUs running

in multiple different processes to access the same data in CPU, we

allocate the shared memory space in CPU and then let all processes

to call cudaHostRegister() on the shared memory space. A mem-

ory space allocated by other memory allocators such as malloc()
cannot be shared with other processes, and therefore we must use

the shared memory space in CPU.

For the GPU memory sharing, we use cudaIpcGetMemhandle(),
cudaMalloc(), and cudaIpcOpenMemhandl()APIs. cudaMalloc()
allocates a memory space in GPU and cudaIpcGetMemhandle()
creates a memory handle which can be shared with other process

to create a virtual mapping of the originally allocated GPU space.

In short, this memory handle can be understood as a medium to

share the virtual mapping between two different processes. In ac-

tion, cudaIpcOpenMemhandl() takes the memory handle created
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GPU0

Process 0

Data
� Allocate memory 

    with cudaMalloc()

GPU1

Process 1

handle
� Create memory handle 

    with cudaIpcGetMemHandle()

� Pass this memory handle 

    through CPU shared memory

*ptr
� Use cudaIpcOpenMemHandle()

    to create the mapping of the 

    space in GPU0

Figure 13: Peer-to-Peer GPU memory sharing mechanism in
multiprocessing setup.

by cudaIpcGetMemhandle() and maps the other GPU’s memory

space into the GPU device which belongs to the current process.

The overview of this process is shown in Figure 13.

A.3 Combined Tensor
The combined tensor we proposed in Section 4.2, is basically the

table which contains the pointers of different memory allocations in

different devices (e.g., CPU and peer GPUs). Depending on the index

value from the user space, we pick the corresponding pointer and

let the GPU kernel to access the node feature. The brief mechanism

of this process is explained in Listing 1. The real CUDA kernel

implementation of the indexing function is more complicated than

the code provided here for several optimization purposes.

#define WARP_SIZE 32

void index_feature(int row_id , int **table , int *

threshold , int feat_len , int gpu_num , int *

output_feat) {

int tid = blockIdx.x * blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;

int *row_ptr;

local_boundary = threshold [0];

multi_boundary = threshold [1];

// Data is in local GPU tensor

if (row_ids[i] < local_boundary) {

row_ptr = table [0] + feat_len * row_ids[i];

}

// Data is in multi -GPU tensor

else if (row_ids[i] < multi_boundary) {

int offset = row_ids[i] - local_boundary;

row_ptr = table[offset % gpu_num + 1] + feat_len *

offset / gpu_num;

}

// Data is in CPU tensor

else {

int offset = row_ids[i] - multi_boundary;

row_ptr = table[gpu_num + 1] + feat_len * offset;

}

for (int i = tid; i < feat_len; i+= WARP_SIZE) {

output_feat[i] = row_ptr[i];

}

}

Listing 1: Indexing the Combined Tensor.

B TRAINING SETUP
The baseline GraphSAGE implementation that we used can be found

at github.com/dmlc/dgl/blob/master/examples/pytorch. For
the single-GPU, graphsage/training_sample.py, for the multi-

GPU, graphsage/training_sample_multi_gpu.py. The specific
training parameters that we used are listed in Table 2. The datasets

can be found at https://github.com/snap-stanford/ogb.

Table 2: Evaluation Parameters.

Parameter Dataset Value

—-num-hidden All 1024

—-num-layers
ogbn-papers100M 3

MAG240M 2

WikiKG90M 2

—–fan-out
ogbn-papers100M 12,12,12

MAG240M 25,10

WikiKG90M 25,10

—-batch-size All 1024
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